RNA structure and dynamics: a base pairing perspective.
RNA is now known to possess various structural, regulatory and enzymatic functions for survival of cellular organisms. Functional RNA structures are generally created by three-dimensional organization of small structural motifs, formed by base pairing between self-complementary sequences from different parts of the RNA chain. In addition to the canonical Watson-Crick or wobble base pairs, several non-canonical base pairs are found to be crucial to the structural organization of RNA molecules. They appear within different structural motifs and are found to stabilize the molecule through long-range intra-molecular interactions between basic structural motifs like double helices and loops. These base pairs also impart functional variation to the minor groove of A-form RNA helices, thus forming anchoring site for metabolites and ligands. Non-canonical base pairs are formed by edge-to-edge hydrogen bonding interactions between the bases. A large number of theoretical studies have been done to detect and analyze these non-canonical base pairs within crystal or NMR derived structures of different functional RNA. Theoretical studies of these isolated base pairs using ab initio quantum chemical methods as well as molecular dynamics simulations of larger fragments have also established that many of these non-canonical base pairs are as stable as the canonical Watson-Crick base pairs. This review focuses on the various structural aspects of non-canonical base pairs in the organization of RNA molecules and the possible applications of these base pairs in predicting RNA structures with more accuracy.